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r/p/m: the off-centre revolutions  
of Paul Cullen 

r/p/m is a sculpture made from a few simple components:  a lime-green 
bucket minus its handle, a retro Formica table with spindly legs, an  
electric motor with a nicely fat and yellow electric cable trailing down  
a table leg, off to a power source. The bucket is upended over the 
motor that is installed on the tabletop, sporting a gadget (unseen, 
unidentified) that causes the bucket to move in a circular path around 
part of the table. The bucket’s contact with the table’s surface  
generates a noise that is a softer, muffled version of nails on black-
board. The modesty of these items, combined with the wobbly movement,  
sound and jaunty colour, belie links with histories of western science. 
Unassuming objects are drawn into service for an ongoing investigation 
into the qualities of and expectations about objects and Cullen’s  
reflections on cultural and material notions of circulation.

The bucket’s trajectory does not roam far from the controlling motor 
and gadget underneath – a full circumnavigation of the table is not 
possible. The movement is almost smooth with the occasional stagger  
as the bucket catches up with itself at each circulation. Like a planet, 
the bucket both turns and has an orbit. The bucket and motor are not 
positioned in the middle of the table and this, too, seems important;  
if we were given a centred bucket with a perfectly circular rotation in 
the middle of the table, the work could lose its attraction. Because, 
oddly, the limited motion of an upside-down lime green bucket on a  
pre-loved Formica table is appealing. It charms and amuses, we wonder 
why it does what it does without being offended that it does: all seems 
quite logical, as well as faintly absurd. The small circular motions  
mesmerise without resorting to high drama.

This lime green bucket r/p/m is but one of several iterations of what  
is an ongoing series, as Cullen has created a sculpture that could  
be made anew at any time or place. Another version of r/p/m has a  
galvanised steel pail suspended from the room’s ceiling, hovering slightly 
above the table’s surface. The still-hidden motor makes the pail rotate 
and the whole rig appears like a DIY Foucault’s pendulum. Because the 
silvery pail sits slightly above the table’s top, no scraping noise is 
heard and only the dull but busy buzz of the motor emanates from the 
installation. Pendulum, motion, rotation, circulation: r/p/m presents  
its own ‘movement of the spheres’ as part of this extended family. But 
planetary orbits turned out not to be perfect circles but ellipses, 
while the earth was found to be shaped like a grapefruit, i.e., a squashed 
ball; ideal forms were toppled from their lofty realms. Cullen’s r/p/m 
experiments continually rethink the shape of things, using laboratory 
equipment from a world Plato could not imagine.
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R / P / M :  T H E  O F F - C E N T R E  R E V O L U T I O N S

At two rotations per minute no records could be played, although a disco 
ball or some music-box figurines would be happy at this speed. r/p/m 
arises from the everyday realms of making do, and the common dysfunctions 
of daily life  (other not-so-perfect worlds). Cullen’s r/p/m series provide 
models of actual realities, the grapefruit rather than the perfect 
sphere. In r/p/m, the tabletops are like flat pages, making the activity 
on their surface a drawn diagram. Cullen has often worked with diagrams 
and models, especially those from chemistry, biology, engineering and 
planning, but toying with their certainties, undermining grandiose claims 
to productive usefulness. Models mostly work by analogy and sometimes, 
since analogy has a way of breaking down, of being extendable only so far –  
still require some knowledge to use or even to interpret them. Historian 
of biological science Soraya de Chadarevian quoted Queen Elizabeth II’s 
response upon being shown models at the opening of laboratories at 
Cambridge University in 1962: “I had no idea that we had all these little 
coloured balls inside us”1.  Cullen’s models don’t overreach themselves, 
don’t pretend to be the key to all mysteries. A bucket or pail rotates 
at the directive of a small motor on the surface of a new-to-you table. 
Even so, these model-like sculptures still work a simple magic, with their 
own tentative deliberation.

Many cultures have long had a fascination with the notion of circulation 
and in the West, it formed part of an imagined, interlocking system: 
blood pumping, traffic moving, water flowing and the like were thought 
to mutually mirror past astronomies. Perhaps it’s a relief we are only 
asked to enjoy the unambitious dance moves of a lime-green bucket on  
a familiar little table, although its occasional hiccough eerily piques  
a subtle expectation of order. Like illustrator Heath Robinson or  
artists Fischli and Weiss, Cullen’s r/p/m series works in the service of 
alternative ends, poking fun at our anticipation of the way things  
usually go. Revolutions per minute, then, are arguably at a higher rate 
than what we see moving in front of our eyes, each of these sculptures 
spinning their own quietly insistent, off-centre revolutions.
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